[Women with hereditary risk of breast cancer: consensus of surgical representatives of study groups for hereditary tumors regarding intensive monitoring, diagnosis and preventive resection].
Women in whom a hereditary increased risk of breast cancer is established are often moved by anxiety to ask a surgeon for intensive periodical checking of the breasts or prophylactic resection breast tissue. This article contains a consensus on the relevant policy reached by surgeons from the two cancer centres and eight university hospitals in the Netherlands. Intensive follow-up is indicated only when the risk of breast cancer is twice as high as in women from the population in general. The age from which check-up examinations are carried out is from 25 years or from 5 years before the age at which the youngest relative developed breast cancer. For female gene carries from families with hereditary breast cancer, whether or not identified, the risk of death from breast cancer in spite of intensive follow-up is 7-20%. Preventive bilateral mastectomy is recommended only in case of a demonstrated gene mutation or a life-long risk of breast cancer in excess of 50%. Even after preventive surgical treatment, women should report annually for examination, because frequently a little mammary tissue remains behind.